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ABSTRACT
Molecular Beam Epitaxial (MBE) silicon (Si) (111) grown below a certain tem­
perature results in amorphous structure due to the limited surface mobility of atoms 
for finding the correct epitaxial sites. A theoretical model based on the formation of 
stacking fault like defects as a precursor to the amorphous transition of the ( l l l )5 i  
layer is developed. The model is simulated based on a stochastic model approach and 
the results are compared to that of experiments for temperatures in the range of 500 
- 900 °K and growth rate in the range of 0.1 - 3.0 A/sec.. The agreement between 
the results obtained and experimental observations is good. Temperature and growth 
rate dependencies of the crystal-amorphous transition are investigated and reported.
Ultra large scale integration requires device miniaturization, which in turn, re­
quires high quality ultra-thin silicon dioxide. In spite of various experimental and 
theoretical studies to understand the growth kinetics of ultra-thin oxidation, the un­
derstanding is not complete. A thermal oxidation model based on a rate equation ap­
proach with concentration dependent diffusion coeflhcient is proposed and employed to 
investigate the physics of oxidation of silicon in oxygen (O2 ) and nitrous oxide (N^O) 
ambients for thicknesses of the order of 100 A. The oxidation reaction of silicon is 
assumed to be dependent on the concentrations of unreacted silicon and the reactant 
{O2  or N 2 O). The results of oxide thickness versus oxidation time for various growth 
conditions are in good agreement with various experimental data for O2  and N 2 O 
ambients. The activation energies for diSusion and the oxidation reaction obtained 
are also in good agreement with the experimental results. Oxides grown in N 2 O have 
lower growth rates compared to those grown in O2  due to lower diffusion rates of 
N2 O, caused by considerable blocking of interstitial nitrogen, a by product of the
iii
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oxidation reaction. Nitrogen and oxygen concentration profiles obtained in this work 
agree qualitatively with the experimental results. The results of this work suggest 
that the Si — S i0 2  interface has a finite width of tens of A which is in agreement with 
experimental results. It is observed that the Si02 grown in N2 O ambient has sharper 
Si — SiÛ2  interface compared to that of O2  ambient, which may have technological 
consequences in integrated circuit processing.
IV
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
Molecular beam epitaxy ( MBE) of silicon (Si) has attracted much attention in 
the past few years because of the simplicity of mono-atomic epitaxial system and 
the possibility of new high frequency and high speed device applications. In Si 
MBE growth, the low temperature growth material exhibits amorphous structure 
due to limited surface migration of Si atoms. Low temperature growth of Si has 
been the subject of several experimental [1-7] and theoretical [2, 3, 6] studies. A 
variety of experimental tools, scanning tunneling microscopy [4], transmission electron 
microscopy [2, 5], reflection high energy electron diffiraction [2] and Rutherford back 
scattering [6] have been used to study the low temperature epitaxy. The general 
conclusions of these research efforts are; for a given growth condition, there is a 
fixed thickness, hepi, up to which the epitaxial layer is crystalline and then it turns 
into amorphous material; the hepi is growth condition eind orientation dependent; 
hepi versus temperature dependence follows an Arrhenius type rate behavior with 
an activation energy of 0.45 eV for Si (100); the activation energy slightly increases 
with increasing growth rate; the temperature of transition to amorphous growth from 
crystalline growth is orientation dependent with a temperature difference of about 
300®AT between (100) and (111) growths; and the temperature regime of amorphous- 
crystalline, transition for Si (111) is sharp and occurs over a 150°A range [6].
There are a few theoretical models developed and used to study the limited thick­
ness epitaxy (LTE) of Si and other materials; continuous break down model [2], defect
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
accumulation model [3], hydrogen and impurity segregation model [8] and roughening 
model [3]. These models explain some features of the LTE phenomenon, but not all 
of the experimental observations. Thus, there is a need to develop a model which will 
incorporate most of the necessary physics and clarify majority of the experimental 
observations. In this thesis, a kinetic model based on defect formation concept [9] 
for studying the LTE phenomenon in Si (111), is developed and described using a 
stochastic model of growth.
Precise control over the thermal oxidation of silicon is an important step in ULSI 
processing technology. Detailed theoretical and experimental studies of the oxidation 
process become absolute necessity for controlled reproducible processing of devices 
with precise electrical characteristics. Many theoretical [14-18] and experimental 
studies [19-26] have been devoted to this important area of integrated circuit (IC) 
processing since the early 1960s. The oxide growth model proposed by Deal and 
Grove (DG) [14] has been well accepted and utihzed for thick oxide regime (> 300 
À). Their model underestimates the growth rate for thin oxides and therefore, is not 
suitable for the ultra-thin oxide regime which is important for future IC technology. 
Massoud et al. [15, 19] have studied ultra-thin oxide growth for various orientations 
experimentally and have proposed a growth model which included an exponential 
term to the DG growth rate expression to account for the enhanced growth rate at 
small times. This additional term includes a characteristic length which is assumed 
to characterize the surface depth within which exists additional surface sites for ox­
idation. Unfortunately, the nature and concentration of these excess sites have not 
been identified. Murali et al. [16] have proposed a growth model for ultra-thin oxide 
regime including lower resistance to diffusion during the initial phase of oxidation 
and allowing oxidation to occur over the thickness instead of just at the interface. 
Thanikasalam et al. [17] proposed a model which suggested the formation of sub- 
stoichiometric oxide, SiO, as a precursor to the final product of SiO^- Their model
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
assumes that oxidation proceeds via dissociative chemisorption of molecular oxygen. 
Their theoretical formulation results in an expression for growth rate similar to that 
proposed by Massoud et al. [15]. Their analysis assumes that the oxygen concentra­
tion at the interface is a constant for a non-steady state analysis which is debatable.
Oxides grown in nitrous oxide {N2 O) ambient exhibit better electrical properties to 
those grown in oxygen ambient. Additionally, oxides grown in N2 O have better control 
over the growth rate, when compared to oxides grown in O2 . Many researchers [27-32] 
have studied silicon oxidation in N 2 O ambient. Dimitrijev et al. [27] have extended 
the Deal-Grove formulation of Si02  growth to include the concentration of growth 
sites available for reaction at the interface. They have suggested that neutralization 
of growth sites by nitrogen as a possible cause for the reduced growth rate in the 
N2 O ambient. The nitrogen profiles from the experimental studies of [28-30] shows 
nitrogen accumulation at the Si — Si02  interface. The previous models have some 
drawbacks such as physically unexplained parameters and use of excessive number 
of model parameters. In this thesis, a new model with transparent physics based 
on a rate equation approach is proposed, for oxidation of Si (100) in both O2  and 
N 2 O ambients with fewer model parameters. In this model concentration dependent 
diffusion coefficients are employed.
O rganization o f the Thesis
In chapter 2, a brief literature survey is presented. The details of the stochastic 
model employed to study the crystal-amorphous transition of molecular beam epi­
taxial Si (111) at low temperature and results are presented in chapter 3. The rate 
equation model to study the thermal oxidation of Si (100) in O2  and N 2 O ambi­
ents and the results obtained with the model are presented in chapter 4. Finally, 
conclusions and suggestions are presented in chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE OVERVIEW
Molecular beam epitaoqr, better known by its acronym of MBE, is the most 
important advancement in the crystal growth technology in the recent past. Crystals 
grown by MBE are more precisely controlled in terms of thickness and composition 
than those grown by any other method. MBE at low temperatures is particularly 
significant since undesirable phenomena such as segregation of dopants and alloying 
elements can be suppressed at these temperatures. Eventhough, much of the research 
in this mea is being carried out to study the properties of compound semiconductors, 
elemental semiconductors such as Si are relatively simple to study since they have less 
number of epitaxial process parameters compared to the compound semiconductors. 
In this chapter, the experimental and theoretical studies on crystalline-amorphous 
transition with relevance to Si MBE at low temperatures are summarized.
The oxidation of silicon is an important step in the modem integrated circuit (IC) 
fabrication process. As very large scale integrated (VLSI) technology continues to 
advance, thinner gate oxides are processed. Producing high quality IC’s requires the 
ability to form high quality oxide and a good understanding of the basic oxidation 
mechanism. The survey presented in this chapter includes various theoretical models 
and experimental studies relating to the oxidation of silicon in O2  and N^O ambients.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
M olecular Beam  Epitaxy
MBE is a crystal growth technique in which atomic or molecular beams are im­
pinged on a heated substrate under ultra-high vacuum (< 10"^° torr) conditions. 
These beams are usually a stream of atoms or molecules in gaseous phase. When 
the gaseous phase gets condensed into the solid phase, processes leading to epitaxy 
like surface adsorption, evaporation and migration take place. Precise control over 
the growth rates can be achieved by controlling the effusive flux of the beam. An 
important aspect of the MBE growth is that the substrate is held at relatively low tem­
perature, thereby, reducing the effects of auto doping from the growth chamber, layer 
intermixing and segregation. Two other features of MBE are the structures which 
can be grown by this technique and in situ characterization studies of the growth 
processes. Some of the advantages of MBE over conventional growth techniques 
like chemical vapor deposition (CVD) and metal-organic chemical vapor deposition 
(MOCVD) are:
• Precise thickness and compositional control
• Low temperature processing and hence limited diffusion and segregation
• Extremely clean environment and hence excellent quality semiconductors
• Possibihty of growing multi-layered structures of varying material composition 
with abrupt interfaces
• Accessible to in situ monitoring of the growth process and growth surface crys­
tallography.
In Si MBE, the epitaxial growth of silicon is achieved by the deposition of silicon 
atoms, molecules or ions. Two principal techniques have been employed to evaporate 
silicon, flash evaporation from a resistively heated silicon filament and evaporation
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
from a crucible via electron bombardment. Si MBE offers a method to integrate 
silicon homoepitajQT with silicon-related heteroepitaxy with such systems as GaAs^ 
which is helpful in creating novel device structures. The typical growth temperature 
for Si MBE is around 700°C and the growth rates in the range of 0.1 to several 
micrometers per hour are possible.
Crystal-am orphous transition  studies at low tem perature
Low temperature MBE growth of Si
The substrate temperature is an important process parameter which controls the 
quahty of the epitaxial material, because the surface processes such as adsorption, 
surface diffusion, dislocation motion, impurity segregation are all temperature de­
pendent. The modes of epitaxial growth vary with temperature [6]. The epitaxial 
growth occurs by step flow mechanism at higher temperatures. At intermediate tem­
peratures, small clusters are nucleated to form islands, and these islands eventually 
coalesce to form uniform layers. At low temperatures, limited epitaxial growth occurs, 
and above a certain thickness, the crystallinity breaks down and the material becomes 
amorphous. Low temperature growth is significant since undesirable phenomena such 
as segregation of impurities and out-diffusion of dopants from the substrate can be 
suppressed in this limit.
Eaglesham [3] studied limited thickness epitaxy (LTE) and the factors responsi­
ble for this phenomenon in silicon MBE at low temperatures. In Si MBE at low 
temperatures (below 500°C), the epitaaqr is thickness dependent [3, 5]. There is a 
critical thickness, hq*, above which the crystallinity breaks down and the deposited 
material is amorphous. The value of hepi was found to be temperature dependent in 
the low temperature regime [3]. The variation of hepi with temperature (T) follows an 
Arrhenius rate type curve given by hgpi = hoexp{Eact/kBT). At higher temperatures 
(above 500°C), the the growth remains crystalline over indefinite thickness; hence
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thickness dependent epitaxy was not observed [3].
Theoretical models and experimental studies
There are several models which explain the breakdown of crystallinity in the low 
temperature regime [3]. According to the continuous breakdown model proposed by 
Jorke et al. [2], breakdown of crystallinity is caused by the nucléation of amorphous 
phase which is temperature dependent and the concentration of nuclei increases expo­
nentially with decreasing temperature. The drawback of this model is that it does not 
account for the combined effect of thickness and temperature dependence of growth in 
the model. The breakdown of epitaxy according to the defect accumulation model [3] 
is due to the continuous formation of lattice disorder during low temperature growth 
which eventually leads to the formation of amorphous phase. In Si, the formation 
of stacking faults, twins and other relatively low-energy defects are observed to be 
the major contributing factors for the lattice disorder, rather than point defects. In 
5 i(Ill), the repeated formation of twins continuously increases the density of de­
fects, thereby leading to the amorphous phase. The segregation model [3] supports 
hydrogen (H) as an influencing factor in LTE. Hydrogen is present in UHV chamber, 
even at pressures of 10~® —10~^ ® torr, hence it can cause considerable damage to the 
surface by bonding with the dangling bonds. This effect may modify the surface dif­
fusion process and may lead to amorphous phase formation. According to the kinetic 
roughening  models, there is relation between surface roughness and the breakdown 
of epitajQT [3], This has been verified through experiments as well. In roughness 
may be attributed to the formation of {111} facets or due to the accumulation of 
surface energy until the crystalline phase phase becomes thermally unstable.
Weir et al. [6] performed ion channeling measurements to investigate the temper­
ature and rate dependence of 5 i( l l l )  and 5i(100) growth at low temperatures. The 
transition temperature in S i( lll)  was found to be higher than that for Si(100) and
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this difference is associated with the bonding geometry. At low temperatures, the 
gradual transition from epitaxial to amorphous phase in Si(lOO) is attributed to the 
surface roughness resulting from the laok of surface diffusion. The TEM studies of 
S i( l l l)  shows that the breakdown of epitaxy is due to the formation of stacking faults 
around < 111 > axes and this was confirmed using molecular dynamic simulations.
Jorke et al. [2], studied the dependence of crystalline-amorphous transition on the 
deposition rate in 5i(100). They found that the temperature of crystalline-amorphous 
transition decreases when the deposition rate is lowered. Eaglesham et al. [5] used 
cross-section and plan-view transmission electron microscopy to study the epitaxy of 
5i(100) at low temperatures. They observed that surface roughening is the mecha­
nism for the onset of amorphous phase after growth of a limiting epitaxial thickness
(hepi). They also proposed a rate-dependent activation energy for hept* The accumula­
tion of roughness during deposition of Si on 5z(100) has been observed experimentally 
using tools such as low energy electron diffraction (LEED) and reflection high energy 
electron diffraction (RHEED) [3].
The dependence of epitaxial growth on substrate orientation was studied by 
Csepregi et al. [11]. Amorphous layers of Si were grown by ion implantation of 
Si ions. Channeling measurements were carried out to measure the thicknesses of 
the amorphous layers. The regrowth of ion-implemted amorphous Si on crystalline 
substrates has been found to exhibit a strong dependence on initial substrate orien­
tation. The regrowth rates in < 100 > direction were found to be are higher than 
those of < 111 > direction.
The effect of H on Si epitaxy was studied by Eaglesham et al. [8] by deliberately 
introducing deuterium in the growth chamber. The epitaxial thickness was found to 
decrease with increasing H concentration. It was observed that H affects the rate 
of surface diffusion process in Si, thereby leading to roughening, which ultimately 
results in the formation of the amorphous phase.
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The stochastic m odel
Venkatasubramanlaii [9] developed a stochastic model to study the growth kinet­
ics of compound semiconductors based on the work of Saito et al. [12]. The model is 
based on master-equation approach with modified solid-on-solid restriction. Accord­
ing to this restriction, the atoms do not adsorb exactly on top of another atom but 
in a vacant site whose projection falls in between a pair of nearest neighbor atoms in 
the layer below. In the modeling, the diamond cubic structure and the two-sublattice 
nature of the zinc blende structure were taken into account. The model was then 
extended to accommodate the alloying of the two sublattices [10]. A maximum of 
four elements with two elements per sublattice can be accommodated in the model. 
The model has also been successfully employed to study surface roughening kinetics 
in Ge(OOl) [13].
Silicon oxidation
Since silicon surface has a high affinity for oig/gen, oxidation of Si takes place 
when it is exposed to an oxidizing ambient at a suitable temperature. During the 
course of oxidation process, the Si — SiO^ interface moves into silicon. Inspite of 
the extensive research performed in this area, there are controversies regarding the 
details of the oxidation kinetics. It is still unclear whether charged or neutral species 
are transported through the oxide and the exact details about the reactions at the 
S i—SiO^ interface. In the following subsections, theoretical models and experimental 
studies of Si oxidation in O2  and N2 O ambients are described.
Theoretical models and experimental studies of Si oxidation in O2  ambient
Deal et al. [14] examined the thermal oxidation kinetics of silicon in detail. They 
derived a general relationship based on a simple model of oxidation, in which the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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growth thickness, Xo, is related to the growth time by the equation x\-\-Axq =  B{t+r). 
where A, B, and r  are related to the physio-chemical constants of the oxidation 
reaction. The parameter B is commonly referred to as parabolic rate constant, B /A  
as the linear rate constant, and r  represents a shift in the time coordinate to account 
for the presence of the initial oxide layer. This model takes into account the reactions 
occurring at the two boundaries of the oxide layer and the diffusion process. The 
model assumes that the oxidizing species have to undergo the following processes for 
oxidation
• They are transported from the bulk of the gas phase to the gas-oxide interface
• They are transported across the oxide layer towards Si — Si02 interface
• They react at the Si — Si02 interface to form a new layer of SiÛ2
The plot of oxide thickness as a function of time consists of two regimes, namely, 
linear regime and parabolic regime. For long oxidation times, the oxidation process is 
controlled by diffusion and for short oxidation times, it is reaction-controlled. Exper­
imental studies of thermal oxidation of Si in both dry and wet oxygen were carried 
out by this group. The experimental results were then compared with the model over 
a wide range of temperatures and pressures. One important observation which was 
not clearly explained is that in dry oxygen initial oxidation rate was faster than in 
wet oxygen.
Dimitrijev et al. [35] suggested a model, which is an extension of Deal-Grove 
formulation to incorporate the effect of accelerated initial growth. They assumed 
that the oxidation reaction depends on the concentration of oxidizing species as well 
as the concentration of growth sites available for reaction. This is a deviation from 
Deal-Grove model [14] who assumed that the oxidation reaction depends just on 
the concentration of oxidizing species. The nature of growth sites changes as the 
oxidation process develops because the structure of Si — SiÛ 2  interface changes as
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oxide thickness increases. The growth site concentration would attain an equilibrium 
value after a certain oxide thickness. As the growth site concentration is higher at 
the beginning, the oxidation rate is faster initially.
Murali et al. [16] proposed another model to explain the initial rapid oxidation 
of sihcon in dry oxygen. According to their model, not all of the oxidizing species is 
consumed at the Si — Si02  interface, but a part of the species diffuses into silicon 
substrate during initial phase of oxidation. This leads to the creation of oxygen- 
diffused zone in Si near the Si — Si02 interface. As the oxide thickness increases, the 
oxide layers offer more resistance for the diffusion of oxidizing species and therefore, 
their concentration decreases. As a result, the oxygen diffusion zone decreases. Once 
the oxide layer is sufficiently thick, all of the oxidizing species are consumed in the 
reaction at the Si — Si02  interface. The occurance of the reaction over a zone instead 
of occurring just at the S i  — SiÛ 2  interface enhances the oxidation rate in the initial 
stages of oxidation. An enhancement factor E  is defined in the ultra-thin regime for 
early oxidation. For long oxidation times, the pi : of oxide thickness versus time 
would consist of:
• a linear region at very small thicknesses where the oxidation is enhanced by a 
factor E  due to the formation of oxygen diffused zone in Si
• a second linear region where there is no oxygen diffused zone
• a parabolic region
The width of oxygen diffused zone is a function of diffusion coefficient, temperature, 
substrate orientation, oxygen partial pressure and initial oxide thickness.
Thanikasalam et al. [17] proposed a model for thermal oxidation of silicon based 
on an initial dissociative chemisorption of molecular oxygen. In their model, the final 
product, Si0 2 , was assumed to be preceded by the formation of sub-stoichiometric 
oxide, SiO.
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Roseacher et al. [34] studied the mechanism of thermal oxidation of sihcon in dry 
oxygen using as the tracer. In their experiment, Si02 is initially grown up to 
a certain thickness in natural oxygen and then in highly enriched The depth 
profiling of was carried out using the nuclear reaction resonance method. From 
the results obtained, it was suggested that the oxide grows mainly through long-range 
migration of oxygen. By examining the concentration depth profiles, it can be 
inferred that the oxidation reaction takes place over a certain width instead of just 
at the interface.
Massoud et al. [19] performed experimental studies to investigate accelerated 
initial oxidation in the thin regime under various substrate doping concentrations, 
partial pressures, and temperatures in the range of 800°-1000°C. The growth process 
was monitored by in situ ellipsometry. Their results showed that the excess rate 
of oxidation that was present initially, decays exponentially as the oxide thickness 
increases. According to Massoud et al. [19], the oxidation rate enhancement in the 
initial stages can be explained by a model that consists an additional exponentially 
decaying term in the rate expression of Deal-Grove model, but they did not provide 
a description of the origin of the enhancement.
Irene et al. [22] investigated the reasons for the variations in the values of rate 
constants reported in the literature. An automated ellipsometer was used to measure 
the thickness of Si02 film in situ. They found that the descrepencies in the rate 
constants can be due to lack of sufficient data for accurate curve fitting, data in 
improper thickness ranges, and traces of impurities. The activation energies for the 
linear and parabolic rate constants were calculated to be 1.5 eV and 2.3 eV. These 
values of activation energies do not agree with the values reported by Deal-Grove [14]. 
Irene [23] carried out experiments to study thermal oxidation of Si in both dry oxygen 
as well as wet oxygen in thin regime (< 200A). Their experimental observations by 
supports the existence of micropores in Si02 films for dry oxidation. These pores
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were supposed to act as direct channels for oxidant species to the Si — SiO^ interface. 
They suggested that due to this effect, oxidation in dry oxygen was faster.
Van der Meulen [25] studied the thermal oxidation of [111] and [100] oriented Si 
wafers in dry oxygen. The linear oxidation rate was found to be different for [111] 
and [100] oriented wafers. This orientation dependence was attributed to the different 
atomic configurations of the surfaces. The oxygen pressure dependence of the linear 
rate constant was also different for [111] and [100] orientations, probably because the 
two orientations have different rate-limiting steps.
Theoretical models and experimental studies of Si oxidation in N2 O ambient
Recently, there has been extensive research to study5i oxidation in N 2 O ambient 
due to better control of the oxidation process in the ultra-thin regime. Many experi­
mental studies have been performed to investigate the oxidation in N2 O ambient, but 
there is a lack of theoretical models that can explain the oxidation kinetics. Dim­
itrijev et al. [27] developed a model based on the Deal-Grove formulation to study 
the oxidation in N2 O ambient. Their model is based on the assumption that the 
oxidation process is dependent on the concentration of available sites for reaction in 
addition to the concentration of the oxidizing species. When N2 O was used as the 
oxidizing ambient, considerable slowing down of the oxidation process was observed. 
For the oxides grown in N2 O ambient, they suggested that the nitrogen neutralizes 
the available growth sites, and this effect was responsible for growth saturation with 
time.
Tang et al. [28] used Auger electron spectroscopy and nuclear reaction analy­
sis to study the growth of SiÛ 2  on 5i(100) in N2 O ambient at temperatures in the 
range of 800°C-1000°C. It was observed that during the initial growth period, ni- 
tridation occurs primarily and oxidation is inhibited. Tobin et al. [30] examined 
the growth kinetics of the N2 O furnace oxynitridation of Si in detail. They showed
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that N2 O decomposes into N2 , O2 , and NO  before reaching the wafer at 950 °C. 
The concentration of NO was believed to be primely responsible for interfacial ni­
trogen concentration. As the gas flows down the tube towards the wafer, NO  and 
O2 can react to form NO2 . This reaction reduces the nitrogen in the film since NO 
is consumed. The probabUity of NO reacting with O2  was found to depend on the 
flow rate. The greater the flow rate, the smaller is the probability and vice versa. 
The thickness saturation occurred faster with increased N2 O flow rate, because of 
increased interfacial nitrogen. The peak nitrogen concentration was found very close 
to the Si — Si02 interface.
Using ^^N as the tracer and high resolution depth profiling Baumvol et al. [29] 
investigated the growth of Si02 on Si in N2 O ambient. The nitrogenous species were 
found to diflFuse through the oxynitride film to react with Si at the interface. The 
accumulation of N  was found only near the interface. The removal of N  from the near 
surface region was attributed to the atomic exchanges O N  taking place during 
the growth. The ^^N depth profiles show some width to the interfacial nitrogen. 
Ting et al. [31] showed that for oxides grown in N 2 O ambient, after an initial stage 
of fast growth, the oxidation rate was reduced considerably. This effect was due to 
the accumulation of nitrogen near the Si — Si02 interface which was responsible for 
blocking oxidizing species to the interface. The oxidation rate of Si in N2 O was found 
to be lower than in O2  due to the accumulation of nitrogen at the interface. It was 
suggested that the interfacial nitrogen segregates and reduces the concentration of 
strained Si — O bonds at the interface, hence reducing interface state generation. 
Weidner ef al. [33] proposed a mechanism for nitrogen incorporation for Si oxidation 
in N2 O ambient. According to them, N2 O dissociates at the interface during the 
oxidation reaction. The binding energy of Si — O (4.8 eV) is a bit higher than that 
of Si — N  (4.6 eV), hence. Si — O reaction is preferred. The free nitrogen at the 
interface could react with some of the dangling silicon bonds, which are not bounded
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to ojqrgen. During further oxidation in N^O the nitrogen in the interface region is 
replaced by oxygen, probably because of stronger binding energy. Most of the free 
nitrogen thus created is diffused out from the transition layers to the surface.
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CHAPTER 3
CRYSTAL-AMORPHOUS TRANSITION IN LOW TEMPERATURE MBE (111)
In this chapter, a model for crystal-amorphous transition of MBE Si (111) is pre­
sented. The details of the proposed kinetic model and the stochastic model are pre­
sented, followed by the discussion of the results and a comparison to the experimental 
work of Ref. [6]
K inetic and Stochastic M odel
The Kinetic Model
The layer sequence in a diamond cubic crystal growing .along [111] direction is: 
AaBbCc, where atoms in the a, b, and c layers are singly covalent bonded to the 
surface (secondary) and the ones in A, B, and C are triply covalent bonded to the 
surface (primary). The A, a, B, b, C, and c layers are all hexagonally closed packed 
with in-plane coordination of 6. Every bilayer is staggered from the layer below. For 
example, the atoms in ‘a’ layer lie exactly on top of the atoms in ‘A’ layer, where as 
the atoms in layers ‘a’ and ‘B’ are staggered with 3 covalent bonds between every ‘a’ 
atom and the ‘B’ layer atoms. A schematic picture depicting the atomic arrangement 
is shown in Figure 3.1.
Two surface processes are considered in the kinetic model: adsorption and in­
tralayer migration to allow migration between wrong and correct sites. Evaporation 
and interlayer migration are assumed negligible due to low temperature. The adsorp­
tion of Si atoms can occur at two different sites in a layer, the correct site or the
16
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3 covalent bonds between 
‘a’ and ‘B’ layers
#  A layer atoms CH a layer atoms O B layer atoms b layer atoms
Figure 3.1: A schematic picture illustrating projection of 4 (111) planes
wrong site (stacking fault site). If the thermal energy is high enough for Si atoms 
at the wrong site to migrate to a correct site, then they make a correcting hop to a 
nearest neighbor correct site. In low temperature growth, most of the atoms adsorbed 
at the wrong sites cannot migrate to the correct sites due to low thermal energy. The 
concentration of the atoms in wrong sites increases as the growth proceeds. This re­
sults in a loss of the crystal structure and the material turns amorphous. It should be 
noted that the occupation of an A(B) site disallows occupation of the three adjacent 
B(A) sites due to bond angle constraints. Similar constraints hold for C atoms too. 
In the kinetic model adopted in this thesis, adsorption is possible in 3 types of sites 
(A, B, and C) in every layer. The migration of atoms from wrong site to correct 
site (correcting hop) is assumed to be more probable than migration of atoms from 
correct site to the wrong site (reverse hop).
The Stochastic Model
The stochastic model is the mathematical formulation of the time evolution of the 
growth variables in terms of the rates of the kinetic processes. The stochastic model
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is based on the master equation approach with random distribution approximation 
for the surface atomic conhgurations. Details of the stochastic model are presented 
in Refs. [9, 10].
The time evolution of the epitaxial crystal can be described in terms of the rates 
of change of independent macro-variables of growth, (i.e.), concentration variables, 
CA(n), Csin), and Cc(n), and the atom-vacancy pair variables, Qa^^), Qs(n), and 
Qc{n). The rate of change of these macro-variables can be described in terms of the 
rates of adsorption and surface migration processes as described in Refs. [9, 10].
For the primary layers, the adsorption rate of atoms at A (ype sites in the 
layer, — , is given by:
f  (Fs(n -  1) +  Fc(n -  1) -  C M  -  Wein) -  Mfc(n)) (3.1)
where J  is the flux and 3 in the denominator is to allow equal flux for all three sites. 
Fain — 1) and Fc{n — 1) are the A sites created by the n — 1‘^  layer B and C atoms, 
respectively, through triple covalent bonding coordination and are given by:
and
f c ( . - l ) . % ( n - l ) ( | M ^ )  (3.3)
where lVgjg(n, — 1) and Ncci’^  — 1) are the normalized (to the number of sites in the 
layer, N) concentrations of B atom-B atom and C atom-C atom pairs configurations, 
respectively in the n — 1‘^  layer. It is noted that ( fcB(n-i)) the probability that 
a ‘B’ atom is a part of B-B pair atom configuration. To obtain a triangular pair, 
two B-B atom pairs have to be formed. Thus, the probability of a triangular pair 
is ( fSaCn-il) • — 1) and Fc(n — 1) account for the formation of triangular
pairs necessary to form triple covalent bonds with subsequent layer. In the limit of 
Cb(ti — 1) tending to 1, Agg(TZ — 1) tends to 3C's(n — 1) and hence, Fg(n — 1) tends
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to 1 according to Eq.(3.2) which is correct. In the limit of Cg(n — 1) tending to 0, 
— 1) tends to 0 and hence, Fain — 1) tends to 0 according to Eq.(3.2) which 
is also correct.
Wa{n) and Wc(n) are the concentrations of A sites which are wasted due to the 
presence of B and C type atoms, respectively and are given by:
+  (3.4,
and
VV^ c(n) =  Cc(.) ( l  +  , (3.5)
respectively, where Qs(n) and Qc{n) are the concentrations of B atom-vacancy and 
C atom-vacancy pairs in the layer. Details of the derivation are presented in 
Appendix A. Note that in the limit that the concentration of B atoms is small, Qai'n) 
tend to 6Ca(n) and hence, Wa{n) tends to 3Cs(n), i.e., every B atom wastes 3 A 
atoms sites which is correct. In the limit of Cs{n) tending to unity, Qb(ti) is 0 and 
hence, Wa{n) tends to Cg(n), i.e., almost all A sites are wasted which is also correct. 
A schematic picture describing the above limits is shown in Figure 3.2. The isolated 
B atom in Figure 3.2(a) prevents the occupation of three sites denoted 1, 2 and 3. 
When the layer is completely occupied by B atom, all A sites (one A site for every B 
atom) are prevented from occupation as shown in Figure 3.2(b).
The rate of change of A atom-vacancy pair concentration, Qa {p)^ due to adsorp­
tion of an A atom is given by:
 ^ =  — (Ffl(n — 1) + Fc{n — 1) — Ca(u) — Wb {ti) — Wc{n))
( NvvAjn) -  ;QA(rt)"\
I  SCvAin) J   ^ ^
for primary layers, where Nvva{t^) and Cva are the normalized vacancy-vacancy pair 
and vacancy concentrations, respectively for the A site. The term 
is the net fractional gain in the Qa (j )^ concentration due to incorporation of an ‘A’ 
atom in the layer.
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(a)
A sites B site atom C site atom
(b)
A sites B site atoms
Figure 3.2: A schematic picture of atomic arrangement in (111) plane depicting the 
wastage of one type of site due to the presence of atom at another type of site: (a) 
dilute limit, Cain) — v 0 (b) concentrated limit, Cg(n) — 1
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Intralayer migration of atoms is allowed from the wrong sites to the correct sites. 
If the wrong sites in a layer are B and C, then, atoms at B and C can migrate to an 
A site. All other types of migrations are expected to be negligible due to low thermal 
activation compared to the bond energies. This type of migration is termed the 
correcting hop process. The correcting hop process will result in better crystallinity 
of the epitaxial layer. The rate of migration of a wrong site atom (say B) to a correct 
site (say A) in the layer based on an Arrhenius type rate behavior, is given by:
=  6 x i C » ( ^ ) ( C ( n ) - C ( n + D )
X {Fain  — 1) +  Fc{n  — 1) — CU(n) — Wa{ri) — Wc{n))
'NAA{n)e -  ^QA{n)e^'^\ 6
-   )
for the primary layers, where is the migration rate of an isolated B atom, the 
term (C'(n) — C{n +  1)) is the fraction of B site atoms in the layer which
is exposed to vapor and available for migration, and  ^j  is the
energy term accounting for the nearest neighbor binding within the layer. The number 
6 in Eq.(3.7) is the inplane co-ordination number and K aa =  is the normalized 
energy parameter with Vaa the atom pair binding energy, ka the Boltzmann constant 
and T  the temperature in K.
The rate of change of A atom-vacancy pair concentration, Qyi(n), due to migration 
of a B atom into an A site, is given by:
=  S . r & [ ^ ) ( C ( n ) - C ( n + D )
X (Fain -  1) +  Fc(n -  1) -  CA^n) -  Wain) -  Wc{n))
( N A A [ n ) e - ^ ^  4-  \ Q A { n ) e ^ ^ ' ^
V 3C'x(n) )
f  NvvAjn) -  ^Q/t(n)A
I  3Cyx(") y  ^ ^
for the primary layers. The rate of change of B atom-vacancy pair concentration.
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Qg(n), due to migration of a B atom into an A site, is given by: 
=  6 x i C ; ’ ( ^ ) ( C ( n ) - C ( n  +  l))
X {Fg{n — 1) + Fein — 1) — CA(n) — Wgin) — W dn))
b'NAA{n)e +  \QA{n)e^'^\^
Z C a {t i)
f  ^ AA{n)e \
\NAA{n)e-^'^+\QA{n)ef^^J2 '
for the primary layers. Similar expressions for the secondary layers can be obtained by 
replacing (Fa(n — 1) +  Fc(n — 1) — CaCu) — Wb {ti) — Wc{n)) with (C^(n — 1) — Ca{j i)) 
in Eqs.(3.1,3.6-3.9) due to change in the subsurface covalent bonds from 3 to 1.
The total rate of time variation (6) of C>i(n) and Qa(^) axe given by:
d C A M  d C f { n )  , dCX'»-‘"(n) dC3“'’-“ ‘(n) „
~ d t 5 f ~  +  I t 5t
and
dQAn) d Q ^in ) , d Q T '‘"(n) d Q f’''"‘in) „
~ ~ d T ~  d t~  ^ di I t ’
respectively, where the terms ‘in’ and ‘out’ in the superscript refer to atoms migrating 
into and out of the A site.
Expressions similar to Eqs. (3.10-3.11) can be written for B and C atoms for the 
layer. Thus, there are six time evolution equations per layer which are coupled 
nonlinear first order differential equations and are not analytically integrable. These 
equations for 24 consecutive layers (maximum considered due to computational limi­
tations) were solved using numerical integration by trapezoidal rule on a SUN Sparc 
station. The CPU time for a typical growth simulation of 10 seconds was about 1 
CPU hour.
R esults and D iscussion
Due to the lack of published values for model parameters, such as the activation 
energy for intralayer migration and second nearest neighbor atom pair interaction
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energy for the Si MBE growth system, the following values were chosen. The atom 
pair interaction energies were assumed to be: Va-a = Vb-b — ^ 0 - 0  =  0.2 eV. The 
frequency factor for intralayer migration is assumed to be 2 x 10^  ^ /sec. The activation 
energy for intralayer migration of an isolated wrong site atom is assumed to be 1.3 eV 
which is a typical value measured and used for several semiconductors. The substrate 
temperature was chosen in the range (400 — 900°K) and the growth rate was in the 
range 0.1-3 A/sec similar to the experimental work of Weir et ai [6].
By numerical integration, the solution to the differential equations was obtained. 
From the concentration variables, C/i(n), C s(n ) ,  and Cc{n), using the following ex­
pression, the normalized time averaged concentration of wrong site atoms, N TC W SA , 
was obtained as:
r T  ^ t = 2 0  f  IW SA X
N TC W SA  =    j ;   ^ (3.12)
where TW SA  and TN A  are the total number of wrong site atoms and total number 
of atoms, respectively and T  is the total time of growth which was 10 seconds for 
all our growth simulations. N TC W SA  has a value in the range 0 to 1 with 1 for 
completely disarrayed and 0 for perfect crystal.
The NTCW SA  was obtained for various growth temperatures and growth rates. 
Plots of NTCW SA  versus growth temperature are shown in Figure 3.3 for growth 
rates in the range 0.1-3 Xjsec.. It is observed that the N TCW SA  parameter de­
creases with increasing temperature and becomes very small at high temperatures, 
indicating growth of good crystalline quality material with less stacking faults which 
is in agreement with the experimental observations of Weir et ai [6]. At high tem­
peratures the number of correcting hops is large enough that it turns the randomly 
deposited material into crystalline material. At low temperature, the layers are com­
pletely randomly filled indicating a high degree of stacking faults due to limited or 
negUgible correcting hops which according to our model represents an amorphous 
material. The NTCW SA  versus temperature plot is shown along with experimental
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data of Weir et al. [6] in Figure 3.4 and the agreement between the results is excel­
lent. The temperature range of transition is 100 — 200° K which compares well with 
Weir et al. [6], for 0.3 Xjsec as shown in Figure 3.4. Additionally, for lower growth 
rates, the transition itself moves towards lower temperatures as shown in Figure 3.3. 
At lower growth rates, the effective migration rate of atoms increases because atoms 
have sufficient time to find correct epitaxial sites, which is the reason for the lower 
transition temperature.
A plot of half temperatures of transition, T1 /2  (at which half of the layers is 
amorphous, i.e., N T W SA  =0.5), is shown as a function of growth rate along with 
the experimental data of Weir et al. [6] in Figure 3.5. Qualitatively, results of the 
theory and experiments exhibit the same trend: the 7\/2 increases with increasing 
growth rate. Quantitatively the agreement is within about 50 K. Better agreement 
can be achieved by a careful choice of parameters such as activation energies and 
frequency factors. The reason for an increase in T1 / 2  with increase in growth rate can 
be explained as follows. The crystal quality depends on growth rate and temperature. 
If the growth rate is low, the atoms have enough time to diffuse to correct epitaxial 
sites. Under these conditions, temperature does not have a great effect on the atoms 
in finding the correct epitaxial sites. If the growth rate is high, then the atoms do 
not have enough time to migrate to the correct sites. In this case, the crystal quality 
is dictated by the thermal energy of the atoms in for diffusing to the correct epitaxial 
sites. Higher temperature provides additional thermal energy to the atoms to diffuse 
to the correct sites. Hence, 7\/2 increases with growth rate.
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of Weir et al. [6] provide microscopic details 
of the crystal which is useful to understand the low temperature growth. But the 
results of these simulations depend on accuracy of the potentials used and typically 
do not reproduce surface reconstructions. Additionally, since the time step is in the 
order of pico seconds, they are computationally intensive and it is not possible to
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simulate for more than 4 or 5 layers. The dimer string model of Jorke et al. [2] 
is simple and captures a part of the physics of the low temperature growth. In 
this model, the solution is easily computable, but microstructural details cannot be 
obtained.
In contrast to these models, our model captures all the experimental observations. 
In our model, the physics of the process is transparent, i.e., the defect accumulation. 
Additionally our model is computationally less expensive than the MD simulations, 
but more expensive than the dimer string model. One major disadvantage of our 
model is that it does not provide microstructural details.
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Figure 3.3; Plots of normalized time averaged concentration of wrong site atom pa­
rameter versus growth temperature for various growth rates.
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Figure 3.4: Plots of normalized time averaged concentration of wrong site atom pa­
rameter versus growth temperatures for 0.3 A /s along with the experimental data of 
Weir et al. [6].
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Figure 3.5: Plot of Ti/ 2  versus growth rate with the experimental data [6].
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CHAPTER 4
RATE EQUATION MODEL FOR THERMAL OXIDATION OF Si
In this chapter, a rate equation model for the thermal oxidation of silicon {Si) in
oxygen (Oo) and nitrous oxide (AgO) ambients is presented. Firstly, the kinetic
model and its mathematical formulation are presented. The results are presented 
and compared with the experimental work of Refs.[15, 21, 22, 27].
Theory
Mathematical Formulation
The thermal oxidation of silicon involves two kinetic processes, namely, the diffu­
sion of oxygen or nitrous oxide through the SiOg and Si and the chemical reaction:
Si +  O2  #  Si02 (for O2  ambient) (4.1)
Si +  2 N 2 O #  Si02 +  2 N2  (for N2 O ambient) (4.2)
where there is unreacted Si present. For oxidation in N2 O ambient, no intermediate 
N2  or NO species are allowed in this model. The kinetics of the oxidation process 
can be mathematically formulated as follows. First, let us partition the amorphous 
Si02 and Si into n  layers, for mathematical convenience. The thickness of the layer is 
assumed to be dependent on the fraction of unoxidized Si in the layer. The thickness 
of a Si mono-layer is 1.358 A, if fully unoxidized, and the average thickness of an SiÜ2  
mono-layer is 3.09 A, if fully oxidized. The time evolution of oxygen and unreacted
29
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silicon concentrations {Cq and Csi respectively) in the layer can be expressed as:
-  k.Co(n)Csi(n) (4.3)
and
QCsi{n) k,Co{n)Csi{n)
dt 2  ^ ^
where Dq is the difiFusion coeScient of O atoms and ka is the reaction rate constant.
Co(n) and Csi{n) are the layer coverages of oxygen (O) and silicon {Si) atoms in
the layer, respectively, with values in the range of 0 and 1. The value of Co{n)
is 1 when the number of O atoms in a layer is equal to 1.275 x 10^ ® /cm?, which is
the maximum for a square lattice packing of O atoms with ionic radius of 1.4 A, and
Co{n) is equal to 0, when the layer has no O atoms. The S i concentration, Csiin),
was computed based on the atomic arrangement in the (100) plane of a diamond
cubic structure. Thus, Co(n) and Csiin) are dimensionless quantities. The model
adopted in Eq.(4-3) is a deviation from the previous models, in which it was assumed
that Cg;(n)=l. The first term on the RHS of Eq.(4.3) is the diffusion term, and
the second term represents the loss of concentration due to the reaction given by
Eq. (4-1)- The factor 2 in Eq.(4-4) accounts for the fact that for every Si atom
two O atoms are consumed, thus maintaining the stoichiometry of Si02- The two
differential equations given by Eq.(4.3) and Eq.(4-4) must be solved, subject to the
conditions:
Co[n) |t=o =  Cso, V n =  1,2,3 (4.5)
C'o(fi) lt=o= 0> Vn =  4,5,6... (4.6)
and
<7si(n) |t=o = 0, V n =  1,2,3 (4.7)
Cgi(n) |(=o = 1, Vn =  4,5,6... (4.8)
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Physically, Cso is the layer coverage of O atoms in the solid-vapor interface. Cso 
is expected to be directly proportional to the partial pressure of O2  and inversely 
proportional to the temperature based on Boyle’s law. To convert the concentra­
tion of O atoms at the surface from atoms [cm?, obtained from the Boyle’s law, to 
layer coverage, we assumed a square lattice of O atoms with interatomic distance of 
2.8 A and the layer thickness is equal to 2.8 A. The square lattice allows a maxi­
mum of 1.275 X 10^  ^atoms few? which corresponds to C ^ ^ = l.  Using this value of 
maximum number of atoms as a normalizing factor, we obtain Cso =  where
k =  0.32238 °Kfatm, T  is the temperature in °K, and po, is the partial pressure 
of O2  in atm. It is noted that n in Eq.(4-4) represents the gaseous phase layer at 
the surface and can. be arbitrarily larger than 3 to accommodate proper numerical 
integration.
For Si oxidation in N2 O ambient, equations similar to Eqs. (4-3-4-S) are applicable 
with the replacement of O by N 2 O. Additionally, silicon oxidation in N2 O ambient 
results in the creation of free nitrogen, whose rate is given by:
+ (4.9)
where C^v(n) is the concentration of free nitrogen in the layer, and Dn is the 
diffusion coefficient of N  atoms. For N2 O ambient, the differential equations given 
by Eq.(4-3) and Eq.(4-4) along with Eq.(4-9) should be solved subject to the con­
ditions similar to Eqs.(4-5-4-8) with the modification that O is replaced with N2 O. 
Additionally we have:
C'Af(n) |t=o == Oj V n=  1,2,3... (4.10)
In our model, Arrhenius rate behavior for diffusion and oxidation reaction are 
assumed with:
D q =  Dq6 ‘‘b
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~^ PyDn =  D%e •‘bt (4.11)
and
ka = k ° e ^  (4.12)
where Edq^ are the activation energies for diffusion of O, N2 O and
N, respectively, through the oxide, and Ek is the activation energy for the chemical 
reaction at the interface. Dq, D^^q, and are the frequency factors for diffusion of 
O, N 2 O and N, respectively, and is the frequency factor for the chemical reaction 
given by Eqs.(4-l~4-3). ks  is the Boltzmann constant and T  is the temperature in 
®K. Additionally, the frequency factors for the diffusion coefficients are assumed to 
have a power law dependence on the concentration of unreacted oxygen, nitrous oxide 
and nitrogen in the Si02 layers and Si layers. The physical reason for assuming a
power law dependence is as follows. The more the concentrations of O, N2 O or
N, the greater will be the blocking of the diffusion paths by these atoms, thereby 
reducing the concentration of oxidizing species available for oxidation. The power 
law dependencies for Dq, D^^q and are assumed to be:
Dh = D ÿ ( l - C o r
= D °^{1-C n2 0 -C s Y  (4.13)
respectively. The diffusion coefficients Do, Ds^o^ and D ^  are assumed to be the 
same for Si, SiÛ 2  and Si — Si02 mixed layers for simplicity.
Fitting Procedure and Numerical Computation
In this work, the orientation of the wafer considered is (100) Si. The differential
equations are solved numerically using the fourth order Runge Kutta technique. To
obtain the unknown model parameters, D'fJ, D°J^ q, k°, Edqi
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Ek, p, q and r, experimental oxide thickness versus time data with 1 atm poj for 
two temperatures (800°C and 950°C) of Massoud et al. [19], and 1 atm for 
temperatures 1000°C and 1100°C of Dimitrijev et al. [27] were fitted to our theoretical 
results. Fitting yields values for the activation energies and pre-exponential terms 
which are listed in Table.4 .1 .
Results and D iscussion
Plots of oxide thickness versus time in O2  ambient are shown in Figure 4-1- along 
with the experimental data of Massoud et al. [15] and Chao et al. [21] for growth with 
1 atm O2  and temperatures in the range of 800° — 1000°C. The agreement between 
the theoretical results and both sets of experimental data is excellent for all growth 
conditions and thicknesses. Plots of oxide thickness versus time are shown in Figure 
4 . 2  along with the experimental data of Irene et al. [22]. The agreement between 
the theoretical data and experimental data of Irene et al. [22] is excellent for 893°C 
and 980°C. For the data of 780°C, there is a shift of 5 - 10 A for the whole growing 
time. The discrepancy may arise from a variety of sources, both experimental and 
theoretical, such as the initial oxide thickness. The initial rapid increase in growth 
thickness with time is due to higher Dq resulting from less blocking effect by lower 
Cq. As the growth time increases, the Co increases and hence, Dq decreases leading 
to the saturation of growth rate due to low availability of O for the oxidation reaction 
given by Eq.(4-1)- For oxides grown in N 2 O ambient, the theoretical results are 
shown in Figure 4-3. Our results presented in Figure 4-3 are in good agreement with 
those of Dimitrijev et al. [27]. Different initial oxide thickness are used for different 
temperatures to achieve the best fitting. The diffusion of the oxidizing gas, A 2O, is 
dependent on the concentrations, C/VjO and Cyy. The initial rapid oxidation is due 
to negligible N 2 O and N  concentrations which results in free diffusion of oxidizing 
species. The saturation in oxide thickness can be attributed to the increase in the
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concentrations of N 2 O  and N  with time due to less diffusion of oxidizing species to 
the unreacted Si.
In the O2  ambient, the activation energy of 2.26 eV for oxidation reaction obtmned 
is close to the S i — S i  bond energy (1 .8 6 eK) and is in close agreement with the values 
reported by Deal and Grove model [14], which is 2.0 eV. The Si0 2  activation energy 
should be little bit larger than the S i  —  S i  bond energy, as the SiÛ 2  formation not 
only involves S i — S i  bond breaking, but also the bending of the bonds and splitting 
of O2 . The diffusion activation energy, Edq^ of 1.75 eV obtained from our model 
is comparable to 1.24 eV reported by Deal and Grove [14]. For N2 O ambient, the 
reaction activation energy of 3.21 eV is reasonable, since it includes both the N2 O 
bond breaking energy and the S i  —  S i  bond breaking energy which is 1 .8 6 eV.
From the study of thermal oxidation of silicon by Rosencher et al. [34], it is 
inferred that the oxidation reaction occurs over a finite thickness, instead of just at 
the interface. The unreacted oxygen concentration profile obtained from our model 
shown in Figure 4-4 also exhibits a finite width for the oxidation reaction, which is 
in good agreement with the experimental observations of Rosencher et al. [34].
By inspecting the nitrogen concentration profile obtained from our model, it is 
found that nitrogen accumulates at the interface between S i  and SiÛ 2 , and is spread 
on either side of the interface. This observation of free A in the S i  — S iÛ 2  system 
from our results indirectly correlates to the experimental work of Ting et al. [31] 
where they have measured incorporated A  through Auger electron spectroscopy and 
X-ray photo-electron spectroscopy.
Comparing the unreacted Si  concentration profiles in O2  {Figure 4-4) and A2 O 
{Figure 4-5) ambients, the Si  — SiÛ 2  interface in the case of A2 O ambient is much 
sharper with less interface roughness. Thus, based on the interface roughness and 
better control of the thickness due to low growth rate, Si0 2  grown in N 2 O ambient 
will be better in the ultra thin oxidation regime. The above argument does not take
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in to account the quality of SiO^ such as porosity, density and dielectric constant.
Deal-Grove model [14] is well accepted for the thick oxide regime. The physical 
and mathematical formulation of their model is simple and allows easy interpretation. 
The drawback of the model is it fails in the thin oxide regime and no physical reasoning 
was given for rapid initial oxidation. The model of Massoud et al. [15] is suitable 
for all thickness regimes, but the initial oxidation thickness included seems adhoc 
without a physical evidence or argument. The model by Murali et al. [16] is novel 
in that it allows partial layer of unreacted Si. But the model assumes artificial split 
between two bounds of oxidizing layers. The model proposed by Dimitrijev et al. 
[27], which is a modification of Deal-Grove model, predicts the faster initial oxidation 
correctly, but it uses more model parameters. In contrast to their models, the physics 
is simple and reasonable in our model. The idea of interstitial blocking of oxidizing 
species by other atoms is reasonable and is an accepted concept in materials science. 
The model naturally predicts faster oxidation initially and slower oxidation later on. 
Additionally, the assumption of partial oxidation of Si is also correct and has been 
shown to be true by experimental evidence. The model parameters used are physically 
reasonable and their values can be easily related to material’s physical properties.
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Table 4.1: Model parameters employed for Si oxidation in O2  and N2 O ambients for 
the rate equation model.
Param eter O2  am bient N2 O am bient
Edo 1.75ey
Edn^o l.QleV
Edn i m e v
Ek 2.26eK Z.2leV
D ÿ 1.05 X  10“  ^cw?/sec.
E°M2 0 2.54 X 10"' °^ cnY-jsec.
2.54 X 10"^ ® cw?fsec.
K 3.92 X 10"^ /sec. 1.01 X lO '^ /^sec.
p I
Q 2 . 1
r 2 . 1
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Figure 4.1: Plots of oxide thickness as a function of oxidation time for various tem­
peratures in Oi ambient, along with experimental data of Massoud et al. [19] (open 
symbol) and Chao et al. [21] (filled symbol).
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Figure 4.2: Plots of oxide thickness versus oxidation time in O2  ambient along with 
experimental data of Irene et al. [22] (filled symbols).
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Figure 4.3: Plots of oxide thickness versus oxidation time for various temperatures 
in NzO ambient along with the experimental data of Dimitrijev et al. [27] (filled 
symbols).
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Figure 4.4: Plots of silicon and oxygen concentration profiles after 30 minutes in O2  
ambient for 900"C, obtained from our model.
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Figure 4.5: Plots of silicon, nitrous oxide and free nitrogen concentration profiles after 
60 seconds in N2 O ambient for 1 1 0 0 °C' obtained from our model.
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CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS
A theoretical model for studying the crystal-amorphous transition in MBE grown Si 
(1 1 1 ) model based on the formation of stacking faults as a precursor to amorphous 
transition of the layer was developed. The model is simulated based on a stochas­
tic model approach and the results are compared to experiments. The agreement 
between our results of wrong site concentration versus temperature and growth rate 
and experimental observations [6 ] is good for various growth conditions. The gen­
eral trends observed in the thickness limited epitaxy experiments are observed in our 
results: epitaxial thickness is larger for higher temperatures and lower growth rates 
which is consistent with increased effective rates of correcting hops observed in our 
results. The limitations of the model are: it only simulates amorphous structure 
indirectly through stacking faults; and due to computational time limitations, thick­
ness limited epitaxy phenomena cannot be studied. The model is general and can 
be adopted for other orientational growths and other materiad systems. The effect 
of growth conditions such as temperature and growth rate on the critical epitaxial 
thickness (hepi) can be studied.
A simple thermal oxidation model for ultra-thin oxide regime based on the rate- 
equation approach is presented. Theoretical results are in excellent agreement with 
experimental work of various research groups [19-22] for a variety of growth conditions 
with temperatures in the range of 780® — 1100®C for O2  ambient ( 1  atm). The results 
in N2 O ambient (1 atm) matches well with Ref. [27] for temperatures in the range of
42
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950° — 1150°C. The nitrogen and oxygen concentration profiles, and the activation 
energies for diffusion and oxidation reaction obtained in this work compares well with 
the experimental work of various research groups [29-34]. The model is common for 
both O2  and N 2 O ambients. The model is attractive, since, it employs less number 
of model parameters, and the physics of the model is transparent. The quantitative 
nature of nitrogen concentration can be matched with the experiments with some 
adjustments in the model. The model is general and is expected to be suitable for 
other orientations and Si nitridation with change in th model parameter values.
The stochastic model is successfully employed to study the crystal-amorphous 
transition in (111)Si. The model can be modified to study the transition behavior 
in (lOO)Si as well, by considering the bonding geometry in (100) plane. The crys- 
tallinity breakdown mechanism in germanium (Ge) can be investigated by suitable 
modifications to the model parameters, but for compound semiconductors consider­
able changes need to be made in the model. Due to the computational limitations, the 
number of layers simulated were limited, and hence limited thickness epitaxy (LTE) 
phenomena was not studied. To understand the LTE phenomena in detail more layers 
need to be simulated. The present rate equation model is used to study oxidation of 
(100)5L By using the same model, with changes in the model parameter values. Si 
oxidation for other orientations can be studied. The model can also be employed to 
study Si nitridation for different orientations.
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APPENDIX
WASTED ATOMIC SITES IN CRYSTAL-AMORPHOUS TRANSITION OF 5z(lll) 
Concentration o f  wasted sites due to  the presence of a neighboring atom
In section 3.1, adsorption of atoms in a layer at 3 types of sites, A, B, and C 
is described. Presence of an atom at B or C sites will preclude the adsorption at 
or migration of atoms to neighboring A sites due to bonding geometry constraints. 
The fraction of A sites wasted due to the presence of B site atoms depends on the 
concentration of B atoms, Cg, and the statistics of its nearest neighbors in terms of 
concentration of B-B (atom-atom) neighbors, iVgg, and B-V (atom-vacancy) neigh­
bors, Qb - For every Si atom in the layer in (1 1 1 ) plane, there are six nearest 
neighbours. Thus, considering layer in (111) Si, there are 7 possible B-atom and 
B-vacancy configurations. To calculate the concentrations of A sites which are wasted 
due to the presence of B type atoms, the 7 configurations are considered, and the A 
sites wasted for each configuration is computed individually. The concentration of A 
sites wasted due to the presence of C site atoms can be calculated in a similar way 
by replacing B with C.
6  B-atoms and No B-vacancy
A schematic picture of a B atom surrounded by 6  B-atoms and no B-vacancy is 
shown in Figure A.I. The concentration of B atoms in the layer with a nearest
44
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B atom 
O  A site
Figure A.l: Picture of atomic and vacancy arrangement in (111) plane depicting 6  
B-atoms and no B-vacancy
neighbor configuration consisting of 6  B-atoms and no B-vacancy is;
^ iVgg(n) ^  ^ ^Qg(n) ^
=  CBin) \ --------  (A l)
The concentration of A sites wasted due to the presence of B atoms in this configu­
ration is:
WB.i(n) =  Ng,% (n).(^ X 3)
=  ^B^Vain) (A.2)
5 B-atoms and 1  B-vacancy
A schematic picture of a B atom surrounded by 5 B-atoms and 1  B-vacancy is 
shown in Figure A.2. The concentration of B atoms in the layer with a nearest
B atom 
vacancy 
O  A site
Figure A.2: Picture of atomic and vacancy arrangement in (111) plane depicting 5 
B-atoms and 1  B-vacancy
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neighbor configuration consisting of 5 B-atoms and 1  B-vacancy is:
f  ^Bain) \  f  ^Qs{n) \
Ns,v,(n) =  Cain) /  3 0 5 (7:) \
The concentration of A sites wasted due to the presence of B atoms in this configu­
ration is:
WbM  =  +  i  +  i )
= (A.4)
4 B-atoms and 2 B-vacancies
There are 3 possible configurations with 4 B-atoms and 2 B-vacancies around a 
B atom. A schematic picture of these three possibilities is shown in Figure A.3. The
(a) (b) (c)
B atom G )  vacancy O  A site
Figure A 3: Pictures of atomic and vacancy arrangement in (111) plane depicting the 
three possible 4 B-atom and 2 B-vacancy configurations
concentration of B atoms in the layer with this configuration is:
(  Nsain)  ^ /  ^Qa(n) \
(A.5)
The probability of configurations in Figure A.3(a and 6j  is 2/5 each, and the proba­
bility of configuration in Figure A.3(c) is 1/5. The number of A sites wasted due to
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the presence of B atoms in these three configurations is (Figure A.3(a,b,cJ): 
W^ s,3a(»^ ) = ■^ S4V'2(j^ )-(g)-{2 ^ ( 3  +  3 +  1) +  2 ^ ^ 3 2  2^^
=  NB^V2(n){^),
^B,zb('n) = (3 ) {g ^ ^ 3  2  ^  2  ^^  2 ^ ^3 ^  2 ^  2^^
W^ B.3c(n) = + 1 +
(A.6 )
respectively. Hence, the total concentration of A sites wasted due to the presence of 
B atoms in this configuration is:
^B,z(n) =  H's,3a(n) + WB,3b(n) + Wg,3c(n)
=  NB^Viin)^-) (A.7)
3 B-atoms and 3 B-vacancies
There are 3 possible configurations with 3 B-atoms and 3 B-vacancies around a 
B atom. A schematic picture of these three possibilities is shown in Figure A.4- The
(a) (b) (c)
B atom O vacancy O  A site
Figure A.4: Pictures of atomic and vacancy arrangement in (111) plane depicting the 
three possible 3 B-atom and 3 B-vacancy configurations
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concentration of B atoms in the layer with this configuration is:
(  \  /  ^QsCn) \
NB,vAn) = C B M  \
Referring to Figure A4, the probabilities of configuration (a) is 6/20, configuration 
(b) is 12/20, and configuration (c) is 2/20. The number of A sites wasted due to the 
presence of B atoms in these three configurations [Figure A4(ct,b,c)):
W^B,4aW =  ^BaVs W  ( ^ )  {g ^ ^  2 ^  ^  2 ^ ^3 ^  2 ^
WsM(n)  =  X (1  +  1 +  1 ) +  i  X (1  +  i  +  1)}
= ^BaV^N 
^BAc[n) = ^Ba\6 W '( ^ )  {g + 2 ^ 2 ^
= •^S3V%(n)(^) (A.9)
Hence, the total concentration of A sites wasted due to the presence of B atoms in 
this configuration is:
^ s A n )  =  Wb,4o(ti) +  ^BAbin) +  WBAc[n)
34
= (A.10)
2 B-atoms and 4 B-vacancies
There are 3 possible configurations with 2 B-atoms and 4 B-vacancies around a
B atom. A schematic picture of these three possibilities is shown in Figure A.5. The
concentration of B atoms in the layer with this configuration is:
N s ,v M  =  Cs(.n)----------------------- \ ---------- (A.11)
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(a) (b) (c)
B atom O vacancy O  A site
Figure A.5: Pictures of atomic and vacancy arrangement in (111) plane depicting the 
three possible 2 B-atom and 4 B-vacancy configurations
Referring to Figure A.5, the probabihties of configurations (a), (b), and (c) are 2/5, 
2/5, and 1/5 respectively. The concentration of A sites wasted due to the presence 
of B atoms in these three configurations is {Figure A.5(a,b,cJ):
= Âg,t^(n).( - ) .{ -  ^ (g +  ^+ 1 ) +  2  ^ 2  ^
WbM  =  JV fl,n(n).(|).{ l +  i  +  i}
lV e ,5 « (n ) =  JVb jk , ( ti) . ( - ) . { 1  +  -  + - }
(A.12)
Hence, the total number of A sites wasted due to the presence of B atoms in this 
configuration is:
H ,^s(M) =  W^ B,5a(ïl) + H'b,55(w) + 
= -^ BaViCtllC—) (A.13)
1  B-atom and 5 B-vacancies
A schematic picture of a B atom surrounded by 1 B-atom and 5 B-vacancies 
is shown in Figure A.6 . The concentration of B atoms in the layer with this
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^  B atom 
O vacancy 
O  A site
Figure A.6 : Picture of atomic and vacancy arrangement in (111) plane depicting 1  
B-atom and 5 B-vacancies
configuration is:
iV,
^BiVsin) =  C's(n)-
B(n) ^ ^ 5 Qb(ti) ^ 
/  3CB(n) \ (A.14)
The concentration of A sites wasted due to the presence of B atoms in this configu­
ration is:
W^B,6 (w) = Â"Bit%()i) ( 1  +  14--)
(A.15)
No B-atom and 6  B-vacancies
A schematic picture of a B atom surrounded by no B-atom and 6  B-vacancies 
is shown in Figure A.7. The concentration of B atoms in the layer with this
B atom 
CD vacancy 
O  A site
Figure A.7: Picture of atomic arrangement in (111) plane depicting no B-atom and 
6  B-vacancies
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configuration is:
f  À"ss(n) \  /  ^Qain) \
W n )  =  C a(n )-^ - + 3 / ^ ^ ^  ^ (A.16)
The concentration of A sites wasted due to the presence of B atoms in this configu­
ration is:
W  ( 1  +  1  +  1 )
= •NboVs(îî)(3) (A.17)
Total concentration of wasted sites
The total concentration of A sites that are wasted due to the presence of B type 
atoms is given by adding Eqs. (A.2), (A.4 ), (A.7), (A.IO), (A.13), (A.15), and 
(A.17).
W b {ti) =  W^s,i(n) +  Wb ,2{' )^ +  WB,z{n) +  tVs,4(n) +  WB,s{n) +  W s f i in )  +  W B j in )  
=  ^BsVo(j^) +  (g)Â ^S5v\(n) +  { - ) N b ^ V i { ^ )  +  +  ( — )iVB,^4(n)
+(g)Âg,(^(n) +  (3)Â’sov%(^ )
=  + ( ^ 0 )  ( ^ w )  )
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